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Abstract
Many vegetation models, including the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS),
estimate canopy cover without spatially explicit information. Empirically derived
equations allow for a prediction of individual tree crown area. Estimates of canopy cover
from the simi of these crowns need to be corrected for crown overlap, especially at higher
stand densities. In FVS, this correction for overlap is based on the assumption that the
trees in a stand are randomly distributed. While FVS has been reported to underpredict
canopy cover in Montana stands, recent efforts to remedy this underprediction have been
focused on the crown widths themselves rather than the logic of incorporating crown
overlap. This research was conducted to determine the accuracy of FVS model
predictions of canopy cover in stands with non-random spatial patterns. A method for
measuring canopy cover within a GIS framework, given known stem locations and
modeled crown dimensions, was developed to compare with FVS modeled estimates.
Two separate data sets were used in this analysis: The Forest Service's northern Idaho
Current Vegetation Survey (CVS) dataset with 395 plots was used to assess the overall
accviracy of FVS estimates and a second set of 19 plots across Idaho and Montana was
used to examine the effects of different horizontal spatial patterns on the accuracy of FVS
predictions of canopy cover. For this second set, the Ripley's K(i/) statistic was
employed to describe and analyze natural and simulated patterns, so that the accuracy of
canopy cover estimated by FVS could be considered for groups of plots classified as
regular, clustered, or random spatial patterns. Results from the analysis of the CVS
dataset indicate that there is no significant difference between FVS estimates of canopy
cover and a method developed in a GIS. However, there appears to be a small systematic
bias of underpredicting canopy cover by FVS at higher tree densities. Results from the
analyses of the effects of spatial patterns indicated that FVS may underestimate by up to
11% in plots with highly regular spatial patterns and overpredict by up to 5% in plots
with clustered patterns. Recommendations are suggested for improving model
performance in specific stand conditions.
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Introduction

Importance of canopy cover
Canopy cover is an important forest attribute that influences the forest
microclimate and consequently, the organisms responding to these abiotic factors. The
amount and distribution of the overstory canopy affects the understory microclimate by
interception and evaporation of precipitation (Klaasen 2001), by attenuating solar
radiation (Norman and Jarvis 1975, Breshears 1997, Martens et al. 2000), by moderating
fluctuations in temperature and moisture (Waggoner 1969, Arya 1988) and by reducing
wind speeds (Lawtonl980 in Nadkami 1994). This modification of the forest understory
environment has a strong influence on rates of decomposition and nitrogen mineralization
(Binkley 1984, Kim et al. 1995), seedling regeneration (Stewart 1986, McLaren and
Janke 1995, Gray and Spies 1996), understory development (Alaback 1982), insect
survivability (Weiss et al. 1991) and wildlife habitat (Nelson and Buech 1996).
Furthermore, the physical structure of the canopy supports a diverse flora and fauna of
epiphytes and invertebrates (Nadkami 1994) as well as birds and arboreal mammals. The
amoimt and distribution of canopy cover also influences larger scale processes such as
watershed hydrology (Mackay and Band 1997) and regional exchange of gases and
absorption of aerosols (Legg 1980, Lovett 1983).
The potential impacts on reductions to this overstory (effects of altering overstory
stocking levels) provide many reasons for a direct focus on canopy cover in the
development and implementation of natural resource management strategies. For

example, Demarchi and Bunnell (1993) identified minimum levels of summer thermal
cover (in terms of canopy cover retention) required for favorable Cervid habitat for
different ambient air temperatures. The California Wildlife and Habitat Relations
(CWHR) model uses canopy cover as a major component in their wildlife habitat
classification (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988). Stream buffers in timber harvesting are
specified in part, due to the ameliorative effects of shading from canopy cover on instream summer temperatures. Furthermore, some silvicultural assessments of tree
competition use canopy cover as an indirect measure of stand basal area, stocking levels
and stand volume (Moessner 1964, Winterberger 1988, Philip 1994, Popovich and
Mitchell 1996, Cade 1997). Given the value of canopy cover in relation to ecosystem
processes and forest management, it is important that managers can obtain accurate
estimates of canopy cover, whether from field estimation, aerial photo interpretation, or
from vegetation models.

Describing and quantifying canopy cover
Canopy cover is often expressed as the percentage of the total groimd surface for
a specific area that is covered by a vertical projection of the live tree crowns (O'Brien
1989). While the area of the simi of the crowns often exceeds the area of the plot, the
amount of cover does not exceed 100% when corrected for crown overlap. Canopy cover
differs from canopy closure (Figure 1), though the terms are often used synonymously in
the literature. The latter term more aptly describes the proportion of the sky hemisphere
obsciired by the canopy when viewed from a single point (Jennings 1999). In considering
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the proportion of grovind obscured by the vertical projection of tree crowns, canopy cover
more closely describes the view from well above the canopy (e.g., helicopter view).
Figure 1. Canopy closure (a) versus canopy cover (b)

(from Jennings, 1999)

Estimates of canopy cover are also dependent on the definition and method for
measuring individual tree crown area and the vertical projection of this area onto the
ground. Three representations of crown area (Figure 2) resulting from different shapes
such as a circular crown, a convex polygon, or live branches only (excluding inter-branch
openings) will influence the estimate of cover for a given tree crown and subsequently
estimates of canopy cover for an entire stand.
Figure 2. Various representations of tree crowns and their associated cover

Circular Crown

Convex Polygon

IJve Crown

(adapted from Applegate, 2000)

It is conmionly believed that field estimates of canopy cover can potentially
provide the most accurate representation of reality (i.e., actual canopy cover). Field
estimates appear to provide little inter-observer bias (Vales and Bunnell 1988 and Vora
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1988) as well as little inter-instrument bias (Applegate 2000, Burmel and Vales 1990).
However, field observations require a large number of observations per plot to obtain
high accuracy (Jermings 1999), making it laborious and expensive to characterize canopy
cover over large areas.
Aerial photographs have been widely used to estimate canopy cover particularly
when time and expense make field measurements impractical. However, there are some
limitations to this application of aerial photographs. Researchers have found the relative
accuracy of photo estimates to be low when compared against field estimates due in part,
to tree crowns obscured by the shadows of neighboring, dominant trees (Winterberger
1988, Schrader-Patton et al. 1998). The scale of the photos may also affect the estimates
of canopy cover (Boimor 1968, Jermings 1999). In addition, geometric distortion from
camera tilt or topographic displacement may significantly change the actual position and
size of individual tree crowns (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994).
Both field and photo based measurements of canopy cover can only measure the
current status of canopy cover, and provide little information on how cover might change
over time. This is a limitation for guiding decisions on forest management that require
predictions of canopy cover over time under alternative management options.
Due to these limitations of field and photo estimates, computer models are often
used in place of, or in conjimction with, these other methods. Computer-based forest
vegetation models are particularly advantageous in their ability to predict canopy cover
across a range of scales in space and time. One such model, developed and used
extensively by the USDA Forest Service in Region 1 (Northern Region), is the Forest
Vegetation Simulator (FVS; Stage 1973, Wykoff et al. 1982, Crookston 1990). Originally
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developed in the Inland Northwest as Prognosis (Stage 1973), FVS is an individual-tree,
distance-independent model used to quantify current and future stand conditions based on
empirically derived, allometric relationships from data collected at the plot level. Though
the initial focus of the model was predicting growth and yield under different stand
treatments, FVS has since been modified to address a variety of resource objectives, such
as identifying owl dispersal habitat (Maffei et al. 1997); simulating insect and disease
spread (Beukem^ et al. 1997 and Goheen 1997); simulating inputs of coarse woody
debris (Bragg 1997) and examining large ^cale vegetation dynamics (Stage 1997). Often
these objectives rely on FVS estimates of structufal characteristics, including estimates of
canopy cover.
The CANOPY i^ubmodel of the COVER extension to FVS was developed by
Moeur (1985) to address the need for estimating canopy cover. Initially, this model
extension predicted individixal crown widths for eleven major conifer species in the
Inland Northwest and estiinated canopy from the sum of these individual crowns. This
extension has since been modified (Crookston and Stage 1999) to compensate for canopy
overlap. The equation used to account for this overlap is derived from theories of
geometric probability for randomly located figures (tree crowns in this case) on a surface
and is detailed in Kendall (1963).
The equation for calculating canopy cover corrected for crown overlap is as
follows;

Cover = 100*[1-exp(-0.01*C') ],

where C

is canopy cover uncorrected for overlap.

While the assumption of randomness does not cover the full range of possible tree
distribution patterns, Crookston and Stage (1999) suggested that the method could
adequately represent most stands. However, it is not clear how well the model predicts
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canopy cover for non-random patterns such as evenly spaced plantations or thinned
stands and for clumped patterns common to old-growth forests (Moeur 1993) resulting
from gap mortality and regeneration (Duncan and Stewart 1991).
FVS has previously been reported to underpredict canopy cover in forests of
western Montana (Applegate 2000). Based on these results, improvements have been
made to the regression equations for modeling crown widths (Crookston 2002). These
improvements were made on the assumption that the underprediction of canopy cover
was solely a result of inaccurately modeled, individual crown widths. However, testing
the ability of the overlap equation to predict cover under non-random distribution patterns
has not been performed. Deviations from randomness can be attributed to a variety of
interacting factors such as an attraction for favorable microsites, gap-creating
disturbances, silvicultural thinning, inter and intra-specific composition and competition
and the age composition of the stand. Whatever the underlying factors, patterns of the
horizontal distribution of trees may be examined and described (i.e. classified) with
spatial statistical procedures.

Describing spatial patterns with spatial statistics
»

Spatial statistical techniques such as quadrat methods and nearest neighbor
analyses have been applied to research in forest ecology for several decades (Greig-Smith
1952, Clark and Evans 1954 and Pielou 1958). Payandeh (1970) provides a comparison
between some of these techniques that have been traditionally used. However, the use of
second-order techniques such as the Ripley's K(£/) statistic have recently become more
widely utilized due to their ability to simultaneously describe intensity and grain of tree
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spatial patterns at multiple scales (Getis and Franklin 1987). The intensity of pattern
describes the density of a pattern that varies across space and the grain describes the
distance at which density is perceived to vary (Pielou 1977). For example, in Figure 3
below, the analysis of pattern with a grain size of 6 meters (example A) shows a tendency
towards clustering (increase in shading) but the intensity of this pattern is low because
there are many trees in the plot that do not have a neighbor within this grain size. For a 12
meter grain size (example B) this same plot has a greater intensity of clustering.
Figure 3. The intensity and grain size of spatial point patterns

t20 matrM

A) Intensi^: Wriation in density ac
^
(Incneaae m shading indicates higher levels of density)

B) Grain; Same plot as (A) but with a laiger grain size
(Levels of shading of density same as in (A))

(adapted from Getis and Franklin, 1987)

The Ripley's K(c/) function is one of these more powerful statistical tools
developed by Ripley (1977) and further modified by Getis (1984). This statistic has been
used in recent forest research for a variety of ecological applications, such as the bivariate
interaction between two species of trees, competition-induced mortality, model validation
and gap dynamics (Szwagrzyk 1992, Vacek and Leps 1996, Hanus et al. 1998, PancerKotejaetal. 1998).
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The Ripley's statistic has the additional capability of analyzing patterns of
interaction between two attributes or attribute classes (Moeur 1993). The term, "attribute"
refers to characteristics such as species, age, DBH and crown class. Attribute classes are
the division of these attributes into discrete groups. Crown overlap occurs between trees
of the same vertical strata (i.e. similar social status) and between trees of different vertical
strata. For this reason, it is of interest to examine the spatial pattems of overstory and
understory trees (univariate analysis) and between these two strata (bivariate analysis). A
useful attribute for characterizing the social status of the trees within a stand is DBH
(diameter of the tree bole at breast height).

Utilizing two approaches in a GIS to assess accuracy of FYS cover estimates
I was interested in utilizing measurements of tree canopies within a Geographic
Information System (GIS) to evaluate the accuracy of FYS canopy cover estimates for
different tree distribution pattems (as classified by spatial statistics). A GIS is software
designed for collecting, editing, displaying, analyzing and storing spatially referenced
data. This software has the ability to merge a database containing tree crown widths with
tree locations existing as a point file. Subsequent development of crown polygons
overlayed within a plot boundary allows for a measurement of crown area and canopy
cover.
The accuracy of cover estimates from this software depends upon the intensity of
data that is provided to the system. Estimates of canopy cover derived from a GIS
containing both stem and crown maps are likely to be closer to "actual crown cover" than
estimates derived from commonly used field techniques (Gill, 2000). Whereas most field
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procedures estimate canopy cover from a number of sample points within a plot,
estimates of cover within a GIS are calculated from the entire area of all the tree crowns
in a plot. Therefore, this approach is considered to be a more valid as the basis for
evaluating the accuracy of FVS estimates for stands with a variety of tree spatial patterns.
However, before a GIS approach to estimating cover can be used as a basis for
comparing FVS estimates, it is necessary to determine if there is any systematic bias in
estimates from such approaches. Since FVS canopy cover is quantified with the
assumption that trees are randomly distributed, a comparative method's estimates of
cover may be considered unbiased (relative to FVS), if there are no differences in
estimates of cover for a large sample of plots with randomly distributed trees. On the
other hand, if the comparative method repeatedly estimated a higher percentage of cover
relative to FVS for these same plots, it would be considered to have an overestimating
bias. If this occurred, either another method should be used as a basis for comparing FVS
estimates or a correction factor would need to be developed.
When comparing differences in estimates of canopy cover between FVS and a
comparative method, it is difficult to separate the effects of spatial pattern from the
effects of differences in individual crown estimates that may occur between these
methods. To control for such differences in crown estimates in this study, I used the
crown widths that were generated from a crown model in FVS to derive estimates of
canopy cover for both FVS and GIS methods. Using the same measurements of
individual crowns in the GIS approach as are used in the FVS model should remove the
noise generated from differences in individual crowns, and focus the analysis on the
effects of spatial distribution on estimates of canopy cover.
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Objectives
There are three objectives used in this research for determining the ability of FVS
(using the above described equation that adjusts for crown overlap) to accurately estimate
canopy cover for stands with a variety of spatial patterns:

1. To evaluate the performance of two approaches for estimating canopy cover
developed in a GIS relative to FVS estimates of cover for stands with random
tree distributions (using 1900 simulations derived from 19 actual stands);
2. To compare FVS canopy cover estimates with those from the selected GIS
approach to assess the overall accuracy of the FVS cover estimation in a wide
variety of stand conditions and spatial patterns across a broad geographic area;
3. To quantify the degree to which FVS may inaccurately estimate cover as a
result of specific natural and simulated spatial patterns (i.e., clvimped, regular,
or random) described for 19 large stem-mapped plots.

Related to the above objectives, I intend to test the following three null
hypotheses:

1. Ho: No bias exists for two methods of estimating cover in a GIS relative to
estimates from FVS for plots with a random distribution of trees.
2. Ho: No difference exists in estimates of cover between the GIS method and
the FVS method for a large dataset representing a broad range of spatial
patterns typically found in forests.
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3.

Ho; Spatial patterns have no effect on the differences in estimates of cover
between the GIS method and the FVS method.
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Methods

Overview
Estimates of canopy cover from FVS were compared against a GIS model's
estimates of cover derived from two datasets. In a GIS, two methods for estimating
canopy cover were initially tested against FVS estimates using simulations of random
distribution to determine the existence of bias. For brevity, these two methods for
estimating canopy cover in a GIS are referred to as "GIS methods", even though a GIS is
actually a system that can employ a multitude of methods for a variety of objectives.
Results from this test for bias allowed for the focus on one GIS method and its
comparison with FVS estimates of cover for a large dataset in order to test the overall
accuracy of FVS estimates. This large dataset was subsequently referred to as the "CVS
dataset". Finally, spatial patterns from a smaller dataset were described by the Ripley's
statistic and used to determine the degree to which FVS might inaccurately report cover
as a result of specific spatial patterns. Although both datasets have been spatially mapped
in a GIS, this smaller dataset is subsequently referred to as the "Spatial dataset" because
it is the dataset used to describe spatial patterns.

Dataset locations and descriptions
Description of the CVS dataset
The Current Vegetation Survey (CVS) is a part of the Inventory and Monitoring
System used by the Forest Service to acquire basic vegetative information in a
standardized format to monitor current conditions and ftiture trends of forest ecosystems.

The measurements for this dataset of 395 plot clusters were collected in the years 20002001 following CVS protocols (USDA Forest Service 2000). Four plots (Figure 4) were
established in each of these plot clusters, which were located on a grid at approximately
1-mile intervals using GPS units. All of these plots were located on the Idaho Panhandle
National Forest (IPNF) and had stand conditions and spatial patterns representative of
northern Idaho forests.
Figure 4. Plot layout for northern Idaho CVS data

1/24 acre plot (24'
radius) used in this
study

Depending on size class (based on diameter at breast height (DBH)), trees were
measured in three circular subplots. The largest of these plots (1/4"^ acre) contained only
trees greater than 21" DBH and was not considered in the analysis. The smaller plot
(l/300"^ acre), containing only trees less than 5" DBH, was also removed from the
tV\

analysis. The middle, 1/24 acre (24-foot radius), used in this analysis, contained all trees
greater than or equal to 5" DBH. The combined plot area of these four plots within a plot
cluster was used in the estimation of canopy cover for both the GIS and FVS methods.
Tree attributes such as species, crown ratio and DBH (nearest tenth of an inch) were
measured for all of these trees. The azimuth (nearest degree) and slope distance (nearest
foot) to the center of the tree were also recorded for every tree. For the purposes of this
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analysis, dead and deciduous trees were not considered in the estimates of canopy cover.
Plots that had a GIS cover of less than 10% were removed from this analysis. This
minimimi level of 10% was chosen because this is one of the lowest levels of canopy
cover accepted for a "forest" category in a classification of land cover as defined by the
National Forest Management Act of 1976 (U.S. PubUc Law:94-588 1976).
Description of the "Spatial" dataset
This dataset of 19 plots (referred to as the "Spatial dataset") was obtained from
three separate sources covering a range of forest conditions in the northern Rockies.
Although the original size and shape of these plots varied, they were all trimmed to a
square 132 foot by 132 foot plot (approximately 4/10*'' acre) for subsequent GIS
manipulations. This size was chosen because it was the largest size that could fit within
all of the original plot sizes. Any trees located outside of this standardized plot were not
considered in the study. For this spatial dataset, all hve, coniferous frees with a DBH
greater than or equal to one inch were considered. The free attributes of species, DBH,
crown ratio and spatial coordinates were used in the analysis.
Six of these plots were located in Northern Idaho in Research Natural Areas
within the National Forest system. Generally, these plots may be described as old-growth
(> 200 years old) moist-mesic forests dominated by western Hemlock. Detailed site
information and measurement methods can be found in Moeur (1991).
Eleven plots were located across eastern Montana on mostly state lands.
Generally, these plots may be described as uneven-aged, xeric forests, consisting
exclusively of ponderosa pine. Detailed site information and measurement methods can
be found in Woodall (2000).
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In order to obtain spatial patterns from younger stands, I established two
additional plots at the Lubrecht Experimental Forest located in west central Montana.
Generally, these plots may be described as early-successional (50-70 years old), evenaged, mesic forests consisting primarily of lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir (Figure of the
plot layout is shown in Appendix A).

Mapping plot and tree locations in a GIS
CVS plot maps
While a GPS location was obtained for the central plot in all of the CVS plot
clusters, the other plots centers were located with compass and tape. Thus the spatial
integrity between plots in a unit was maintained, even if the GPS plot location was
recorded inaccurately due to, for example, poor satellite coverage. The equation used to
generate individual plot coordinates from the central location is as follows;
newX = dist * sin(radians(azimuth))
newY = dist * cos(radians(azimuth))
where:
dist = the horizontal distance between the two plot centers
azimuth = azimuth (in degrees) from the center plot to the current
plot
radians = function to convert degrees to radians:
(degrees*(pi/180)).

These coordinates were then used to create a polygon layer of the plot boimdaries.
Although the CVS dataset was initially located and analyzed in a GIS based on metric
units in a UTM coordinate system, all measurements discussed in this research are in
English units.
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CVS stem maps
Tree coordinates were originally located from each plot center with a
measurement of azimuth and slope distance to the center of the tree. Since slope
distances, are always equal to or greater than horizontal distances (Figure 5), using slope
distances in coordinate calculations would introduce a positive bias to estimates of
distances from the plot center to tree stem positions. This would lead to a lower estimate
of canopy cover relative to estimates from field techniques. The amoimt of deviation
from the actual horizontal distance depends upon both the slope of the plot and the
position of a tree on that slope relative to the origin. Actual horizontal distances could not
be calculated because the angle (in percent) of the slope to each tree was not recorded in
conjimction with the measure of slope distance. However, an estimated horizontal
distance was created using the slope and aspect recorded for each plot in the four-plot
cluster. This estimate assumed that each of these plots were in effect on a smoothly
angled plane, where micro (within plot) variation in terrain did not exist. Obviously, these
assumptions would not hold in reality but it was expected that, though there may be some
degree of variance between the actual and simulated horizontal distance, a bias in this
measurement did not exist. Horizontal distance was calculated using the macro
"SlopeDist2HorizDist" provided in Appendix B. Once horizontal distances were
calculated it was possible to create Cartesian coordinates for each tree with each of the
plot centers defined as the origin (0,0). Finally, these coordinates were located in the
current projection system by adding the actual plot center coordinates to the tree
coordinates based on the origin (using macro "CVSCoordGen" in Appendix B).
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Figure 5. Graphic and equation for converting slope distance to horizontal distance

HD = SD * Cos (|)
where: ^ = vertical angle in degrees
Slope Distance (SD)
Angle (|)

Horizontal Distance (HD)

Plot and stem maps of the Spatial dataset
Plots from this dataset were not defined in a geographic projection and had the
origin located in the lower left comer of the plot. Except for the two Lubrecht plots, x and
y coordinates were previously assigned. For these two plots, tree coordinates were
generated from the measured distance and azimuth of a tree from the origin using a
method similar to that used in generating coordinates for the CVS dataset. Tree
coordinates and measurements of area for this dataset were recorded in feet.

Estimating tree crowns and canopy cover
Developing crown widths in FVS
All individual tree crowns used in this study were modeled from FVS crown
equations, rather than being measured in the field in order to make canopy cover
comparisons with those estimates obtained via the crown overlap algorithm. Species,
DBH, crown ratio and predicted height (as a function of species and DBH in FVS) were
used to model tree crown widths with the equation:
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In(crown width) = bo+ bi*ln(DBH) + b2*ln(Height) + b3*ln(Crown
Length)
where: bi, b2 and bs are species specific coefficients developed
for the NI (northern Idaho) variant of FVS (v.6.2) (Moeur 1985).

Generating FVS estimates of canopy cover from tree crown areas
Once tree crowns have been generated by FVS, canopy cover can then be
estimated. First, the total area for each of the tree crowns in a plot is expanded to a per
acre basis and then summed to provide total crown area per acre. Then the equation for
overlap is used to compute a corrected estimate of canopy cover.
Generating tree crown area in a GIS
Enviroimiental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) software ArcGIS (v.8.2) and
ArcView (v.3.2) were used for generating stem maps, crowns and estimates of cover. The
crown widths calculated for each tree were then recalculated as crown radii and assigned
to their respective trees using ArcView's "join tables" function. The ArcView extension,
"MILA Utilities" (v.3.2) (Guissard, 2001) was used to generate a polygon layer of
circular crowns from the crown radii listed in the tree attribute table. The dissolve
ftinction in a GIS was then used to remove any shared boimdaries between crowns
existing in the same plot in order to create a new polygon layer of the combined crowns.
Essentially, "dissolve" is the GIS function that accounts for crown overlap.
Deriving canopy cover from two methods in a GIS
Two methods for estimating cover were developed in a GIS. The first GIS
method, the "Bole" method, included only crown areas from tree boles located inside the
plot boundary to derive an estimate of canopy cover (Figure 6). Often these crowns
overlapped outside the plot boimdaries. It was expected that crowns overlapping outside
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the plot (errors of commission) would be compensated for by crowns that normally
would fall inside the plot boundary but were missing because their stems were outside the
sample plot (Figure 7). This "Bole" method is similar to the method used by FVS except
that FVS converts the crown area to a per acre basis.

Figure 6. Tree crown area included in estimates of cover using the "Bole" methoc
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Figure 7 Example of errors of omission being offset by errors of commission as related to crown cover

1

Error of Omission equal to Error of Commission

l«.
I
Error of Omission: Tree outside of plot and not measured.
Crown area not included in estimate of cover

Error of Commission: Tree bole located inside plot
Entire crown area included in estimate of cover
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The second GIS method, the "Crown" method, more closely mimics the method
of estimating canopy cover in the field (Figure 8). That is, the canopy cover estimates
include only the crown area that exists within the plot boundary, regardless of whether
the bole is located in or out of the plot. In order to use this method, it was necessary to get
crown estimates from boles inside and outside the plot size of interest. This required the
use of two plot sizes; a larger plot size for creating crowns and an inner plot for obtaining
canopy cover from crown areas that fell inside this plot. The length of the distance
between these two plots sizes was chosen so as to minimize the possibility of omitting
crown area in the smaller plot of crowns from tree boles falling outside the larger plot.
Based on modeled estimates of maximum crown radii from over 3,000 trees in the CVS
dataset (Appendix G), a buffer distance of fifteen feet was chosen for plots in the Spatial
dataset. A smaller distance of eleven and a half feet was used for plots in the CVS dataset
due to the constraint of the already-small, original plot size.
Figure 8. Tree crown area included in estimates of cover using the "Crown" method
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Evaluating the performance of two methods for estimating cover in a GIS
Since FVS estimates of cover are based on the logic of random distribution it was
important to test whether GIS derived estimates of cover from a random distribution
would be equivalent to the estimates from FVS. This equivalency would ensure that
factors other than spatial pattern were not biasing the results of the comparison between
GIS and FVS. If, in fact, these methods did not yield equivalent estimates of canopy
cover from plots with random distributions, then a correction factor would be needed
before any comparisons could be made. The tree locations were randomized (using the
macro "RandomXYGen", Appendix C) and assigned to each tree in the tree list. One
hundred simulations were created for each of the 19 plots from the "Spatial" dataset.
These plots were then used to generate canopy cover estimates in FVS and a GIS using
both the "Bole" and the "Crown" methods.

Comparing estimates of cover for simulations of regular spatial patterns
While the spatial plots used in this study came from a variety of stand conditions,
regularly spaced forest plantations were not well represented. Therefore, simulations of
even patterns were used to assess the ability of FVS to accurately predict canopy cover
for yoxmg, even-aged plantations. Since crown overlap would be minimized with this
pattern, it was expected that this would provide an indication of the maximum level of
difference that could be obtained between the FVS and GIS methods. One himdred semievenly distributed plots were generated from each of the original nineteen plots and
processed through the GIS "Crown" and FVS approaches to obtain estimates of canopy
cover. The tree density of each plot was used to determine the maximimi distance at
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which trees could be separated from each other while still being contained within the
original plot boimdaries. In this study, 80% of this maximum distance was used as the
actual inhibition distance in which trees could not coexist. One at a time, trees were
placed randomly within the plot. The location of the currently selected tree was then
tested against the location of all previously placed trees to ensure that this inhibition
distance was maintained. If this current tree's location is found to violate the inhibition
distance, a new random location is selected. Testing against previously located trees is
repeated imtil that tree can find a location outside of the inhibition constraints of its
neighbors. The macro, "EvenXYGen" in Appendix C was used to generate these
simulated plots.

Analysis of spatial patterns witii the Ripley's K(<0 statistic
The Ripley's K(t/) statistic was used to describe the spatial pattern of the nineteen
plots from the "Spatial" dataset. This statistic requires the user to specify an incremental
search radius or lag distance {d), a maximimi search radius (extent) and a confidence
level. This statistic, as well as the Nearest Neighbor statistic, is based upon a comparison
between an existing density of trees in a given sub-area of the entire plot and the expected
probabiUty of trees in the same area for a random, Poisson distribution. For a circle
surrounding a single tree, the probability of finding another tree within the area of this
circle (A = 11* d^), under a random (Poisson) distribution, is;
1-exp (-L* (A))
where L is the density of trees in the entire plot(n / plot area)
(Moeur 1991).
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The expected cumulative probabiHty of occurrences of another tree in the area of the
circle surrounding each tree in the plot can then be compared to the actual, cumulative
probability. If the actual probability is greater than the expected, the trees are considered
to have a tendency toward clustering. If the actual probability is less than the expected,
then the trees are exhibiting repulsion, which leads to a more regular distribution. For the
Ripley's statistic this probability density function is extended further to include the
cimiulative probability of all possible paired occurrences between each tree and its
neighbors within the circle of radius d. In addition, this function is defined for all
distances of d within the specified maximum search radius. The equation for this function
is described as,
JL,

,.i >1

/j * (dist--)

"

where: Id*(distij) = 1 if distij <= d or Id*(distij) = 0 if distij > d
and distij is the distance between treei and treej (Moeur 1993).

In addition, an edge correction factor is added to this estimator to account for the
effects of the plot boundary for plots that do not have a buffer larger than the search
radius specified for the statistic. This boundary will cause the Kid) statistic to be biased
downward (towards regularity) because some of the possible pair-wise distances between
a tree inside the plot and its neighbors are missing (trees outside of the plot were not
measured and are imobservable). The software selected for this analysis (Moeur 1995)
uses an inverse distance weighting function for univariate analyses and a torroidal edge
correction factor for bivariate analyses (Moeur 1995). The inverse distance-weighting
factor simply reduces the importance of the pair-wise interactions of trees as a function of
their proximity to the edge of the plot. Thus pairs closer to the edge have less weight than
pairs that are close to the center on the final value of K(J). The torroidal correction

simulates the plot as being wrapped around a torus, so that trees at opposite sides of the
plot are now close together. Haase (1995) reviewed different methods of edge correction
and foimd a moderate downward bias from the torroidal correction method at larger
values of d. However, at shorter ranges the results from different edge correction methods
are similar. The estimator of K(d) with the inverse distance weighting edge correction
factor is:
^^ /J * {dist:,)

1=1

j=\

w..
^ij * w

for all pairs of trees with distij

<= d (Moeur 1993).

The statistic considered in this study, l^{d), is actually a square root transformation
of K(fO that helps to stabilize its variance and has an expected value of zero (Figure 9)
(Besag, 1977) and is described by the equation,
L{d) = '^{k{d)l7c)- d

(Moeur 1993).

The significance of a plot's deviation from a random distribution can be
established if the statistic falls outside of the confidence interval boundaries of a given
confidence level. In this study, confidence intervals are generated with the use of 100
Monte Carlo simulations at a 95% confidence level. A previous study by Moeur (1991)
used only 19 simulations while another by the same author (1993) used 200 simulations.
In reahty, a more appropriate nimiber of Monte Carlo simulations might be 1000, since
only the bottom 2.5% (25 simulations from 1000) and the top 2.5% are used to define the
95% confidence envelope.
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Figure 9. A graph of the L(d) transformation of the Ripley's statistic for a plot with a simulated
regular distribution pattern (upper and lower confidence bands for a 95% confidence interval are shown in
green)
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Because this statistic describes patterns over multiple distances, it is possible, for
example, to describe a regular pattern at short distances while describing a clustering
pattern at larger ranges. Since the maximum amount of overlap between two trees is a
function of their respective crowns, spatial patterns were described only between
distances of zero to fifteen feet. Fifteen feet was the maximum distance chosen based
upon an examination from FVS projected crown radii of trees from the CVS data. Within
this range, a single spatial pattern for each of attribute class was assigned to each plot
(Table 1).
The Ripley's statistic has the ability to describe the interaction between two
attribute classes (bivariate analysis) as well as the more common analysis of univariate
patterns. The method and outcome of this bivariate analysis is similar to the univariate
but the interpretation is slightly different. In a bivariate analysis, the area above the upper
confidence band is described as a spatial attraction or affinity between the two attribute
classes, while the area below the lower confidence band is described as repulsion or
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inhibition between the two classes. This study used DBH because it is one of the most
widely and easily collected field measurements and is suitable for analysis of spatial
pattems, although other attributes such as age may provide a more concise description of
patterns within and between cohorts (Woodall, 2000). By breaking this attribute into two
or more groups, it is possible to analyze the interaction between two groups at a time
(bivariate analysis). Trees of DBH less than 5 inches are considered to include seedlings
and saplings and represent the understory in this study. Trees of DBH greater than or
equal to 5 inches represent the overstory. For each plot, descriptions of spatial patterns
were generated fi-om each of the following four categorizations; all trees; trees with DBH
less than five inches; trees with DBH greater than or equal to five inches and the
interaction between the two diameter classes. The term, "attribute" is normally used to
describe a particular feature of a tree, while an "attribute class" is normally used to
describe the grouping of a feature. In this study, the two diameter attribute classes, their
bivariate analysis and the analysis of all trees are all referred to as "attributes" of spatial
analysis. An example of a graph of this bivariate interaction is shown in Figure 10.
Examples of graphs of various pattems and attributes are shown in Appendix E.
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Table 1. Description of patterns by attribute (Univariate;C=clustered, R-random,E-even/regular
Bivariate; I = Inhibition/Repulsion, A= Attraction, NS=non-significant)

Plot All trees
C
1
C
2
3
C
6
C
7
C
R
8
9
C
10
C
12
C
13
C
14
C
22
R
23
E
66
R
81
R
84
E
101
C
102
E
151
R

DBH < 5"
C
C
C
C
R
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
R
na
C
C

DBH >= 5"

c
c

C

C
R
C
E
C
C
R
C
C
C
C
E
E
R
R
R
E
E

R

Bivariate
1
NS
A
NS
A
NS
NS
A
NS
NS
NS
1
NS
na
1
1
NS
1
NS

Figure 10. A graph of the L(d) transformation of the Ripley's statistic for the bivariate interaction
between trees < 5" DBH and trees >= 5" DBH (upper and lower confidence bands for a 95% confidence
interval are shown in green)
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Statistical analyses
In previous studies, estimates of canopy cover have been found to follow a
bimodal distribution. However, the proper use of paired t-tests and ANOVAs requires
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that the data being examined are normally distributed. A P-P plot and the KolmogorovSmimoff statistic were used to test whether these data were normally distributed.
For the CVS dataset, a paired t-test was used to test for the difference in estimates
of cover between the GIS "Crown" method and FVS.
To determine the effects of spatial pattern, an ANOVA was performed to test the
means of differences between the GIS "Crown" and FVS estimates of cover. The three
categories of spatial pattem (random, even, and clustered) were used as a factor in the
ANOVA. This analysis was performed for each of the four attributes used to describe
spatial patterns.
For the 1900 simulations of even distribution, a paired t-test was used to test for
significant differences in estimates of cover between the GIS "Crown" method and FVS.
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Results

Evaluation of the performance of two methods for estimating cover in a GIS
Comparing the estimates of cover from the FVS and GIS approaches based on
simulations of a random distribution of trees revealed the existence of a significant
difference in estimates of canopy cover between the GIS "Bole" method and the FVS
method (p value of paired-samples t-test <0.05). The mean canopy cover estimate for
FVS was approximately 7% lower than the mean GIS "Bole" estimate (Table 2).
Table 2. Description of means of FVS and GIS "Bole" cover for random distribution patterns
generated from 1900 simulations of the 19-plot spatial dataset (for 102' x 102' plot size)

Method
FVS
GIS "Bole"

N
1900
1900

Mean Std. Error Std. Deviation
64.91
.25
10.702
.31
13.670
71.74

While a significant difference between the estimates of cover from the GIS
"Crown" method and the FVS method was also found (p value of paired-samples t-test
<0.05), a comparison between the random simulations of the FVS method and the GIS
"Crown" method showed that only a slight bias remained (Table 3). Since only a
minimal bias (0.5%) existed between the GIS "Crown" method and FVS, this GIS
method was considered the preferred method for further analyses between FVS and GIS
on the effect of spatial pattern. Thus the "Bole" method was considered imsuitable in
accomplishing the research objectives and was not included in ftirther analyses.
Table 3. Description of means of FVS and GIS "Crown" cover for random distribution patterns
generated from 1900 simulations of the 19-plot spatial dataset (for 102' x 102' plot size)

Method
FVS
GIS "Crown"

N
1900
1900

Mean Std. Error Std. Deviation
.25
10.702
64.91
10.862
65.31
.25
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Comparison of canopy cover estimates for the CVS dataset
Testing for normal distributions
This study found a normal distribution for the FVS and GIS estimates of cover as
well as for the difference in estimates between these two methods (Figure 11). In addition
to the P-P plot, a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smimov test found that there was not a
significant difference from a normal distribution for the difference in estimates of cover
between the two methods. These findings held for both the CVS and Spatial datasets.
Figure 11. P-P plot of the difference between GIS ''Crown'' and FVS cover estimates from the
CVS dataset. The tight fit between the observed cumulative probability and that expected under a normal
distribution indicated that this difference between estimates approximates a normal distribution and can be
evaluated using parametric statistics.
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Testing the overall accuracy of FVS estimates of cover
The CVS dataset was used to test the overall accuracy of FVS estimates of cover
for a broad range of stand types. A comparison of the means showed little difference
between the GIS "Crown" method and FVS (Table 4) and a paired t-test showed that this
difference was non-significant (p value > 0.05).
Table 4. Description of mean cover estimates for the FVS and GIS "Crown" methods for all 395
plots in the CVS dataset

Method
FVS
GIS "Crown"

N
395
395

Mean Std. Error Std. Deviation
45.19
.88
17.569
45.11
.89
17.656
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Effect of canopy cover levels on the trend in differences in cover estimates
Examination of the box plot (Figure 12) showed that there appeared to be a trend
in the difference between the methods as a result of increasing canopy cover. Cover
classes at the low end showed a slight overprediction of cover by FVS while classes at
the high end showed a slight underprediction by FVS (Table 5). Due to the statistical
dependency between the "independent" factor (cover class) and the dependent factor
(difference in cover estimates), the statistical significance of this trend was not analyzed
in this study.
Figure 12. Box plot of the difference between estimates (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for 8 canopy cover
classes. (Mean difference is shown as a solid line within each box. Boxes represent interquartile range and
vertical lines represent range of differences.)
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Table 5. Description of the mean differences in cover estimates (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for each
cover class from the CVS dataset.

Cover
Class
1 (10-19%)
2 (20-29%)
3 (30-39%)
4 (40-49%)
5 (50-59%)
6 (60-69%)
7 (70-79%)
8 (80-89%)

95% Confidence Interval for Mean
N

Std.
Mean
Std. Error
Deviation

30 -2.10
48 -1.37
77 -1.52
88
-.69
66
-.62
50 2.92
19 5.39
14 4.01

6.509
9.585
7.901
8.143
6.782
7.193
7.665
4.592

1.188
1.383
.900
.868
.835
1.017
1.759
1.227

Lower Bound
-4.53
-4.16
-3.31
-2.42
-2.29
.88
1.69
1.36

Upper Bound
.33
1.41
.28
1.03
1.05
4.97
9.08
6.66
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Comparison of canopy cover estimates for the Spatial dataset
Scatterplots and descriptions of differences between estimates of cover
Further analyses were conducted on the Spatial dataset consisting of 19 plots in
order to assess the effects of spatial patterns on differences in canopy cover estimates
between the GIS "Crown" and FVS methods. A scatter plot (Figure 13) and a description
of the means (Table 6) shows that FVS is slightly under-predicting at higher canopy
cover classes and slightly overpredicting at lower canopy classes. However, an
examination by spatial attributes (Figurel4 to 17) (Descriptive tables in Appendix F)
show that the spatial pattern may be the underlying cause for these discrepancies and is
considered further using ANOVAs in the next section.
Figure 13. Scatter plot of FVS versus GIS canopy cover for the 19 plot Spatial dataset. (A 45°
reference line is included to show 1:1 correspondence between two estimates).
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Table 6. Description of means differences in cover estimates (GIS "Crown" - FVS) between cover
classes for the Spatial dataset.

Cover
N Mean

Class
5 (50-59%)
6 (60-69%)
7 (70-79%)
8 (80-89%)

-2.32
-.06

.66
8.53

Std.
Deviation
1.780
5.746
1.384
2.937

Std.
Error
.796
2.346
.799
1.314

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-4.53
.11
-6.09
5.97
-2.78
4.10
4.89
12.18
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Figure 14. Scatter plot of FYS versus GIS cover estimates for 19 stands from the Spatial dataset,
highlighting differences in the spatial pattern of all trees (i.e., the "all tree" spatial attribute). (A 45°
reference line is included to show 1:1 correspondence between two estimates)
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Figure 15. Scatter plot of FYS versus GIS cover estimates for 19 stands from the Spatial dataset,
highlighting differences in the spatial pattern of understory trees (i.e., the "DBH lt5 inch" spatial attribute)
(A 45° reference line is included to show 1:1 correspondence between two estimates).
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Figure 16. Scatter plot of FYS versus GIS cover estimates for 19 stands from the Spatial dataset,
highlighting differences in the spatial pattern of canopy trees (i.e., for the "DBH ge5 inch" spatial attribute)
(A 45° reference line is included to show 1:1 correspondence between two estimates).
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Figure 17. Scatter plot of FYS versus GIS cover estimates for 19 stands from the Spatial dataset,
highlighting differences in the ''bivariate" spatial attribute from the Spatial dataset (relative "attraction" or
"repulsion" between canopy and understory trees (A 45° reference line is included to show 1:1
correspondence between two estimates).
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Analysis of effects of spatial pattern on deviation in canopy cover estimates
ANOVAs for each of the four pattern analyses were performed to test for the
hypothesis that differences in estimates between the two methods are affected by spatial
patterns. Results from these tests (Tables 1 to 4 in Appendix F) show that spatial patterns
for three of the four spatial attributes (All trees, Trees>= 5"DBH and bivariate) have a
significant effect on the difference in estimates of canopy cover between the GIS
"Crown" method and FVS (p value <0.05). In all of the plots, trees in the small diameter
class (<5") exhibit clustering or randonmess (often with non-significant clustering).
Therefore, the spatial patterns of trees of less than 5" DBH have little effect on the
estimates of cover.

Effect of simulated even distribution patterns on deviation in cover estimates
A paired t-test (Table 7) was used to determine if spatial patterns with a much
greater intensity of even distributions would affect the difference between FVS and GIS
method. Table 8 shows the description of the two means for this type of spatial pattern.
The results indicate a significant difference (p value <0.05) between the two methods for
the even simulations. The mean difference was approximately 11%.

Table 7. Results of a pairedt-test between the two methods for even simulations
Paired Differences
Confidence
t
Std.
Std.
IMean
Deviation
Error Lower Upper
GIS "Crown" - FVS

11.147

1.7135

df

.3931 10.322 11.973 28.358 18

Sig.
.000

Table 8. Description of the means of differences between the two methods for even simulations
Mean Std. Error Std. Deviation
N
•Method
GIS "Crown"
10.6260
19 74.832
2.438
FVS
19 63.684
10.6919
2.453
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Discussion

Evaluation of the performance of two methods for estimating cover in a GIS
Whereas it was expected that errors of omission would be canceled by errors of
commission for the GIS "Bole" method, this assumption appeared invalid when the
estimates of canopy cover from the two GIS methods were compared. One possibility for
this is that an error of commission (counting crowns that fell outside of the plot) would
not always be compensated for by an error of omission due to the possibility of crown
overlap (Figure 18). Since the probability of this unequal compensation increased with
increasing overlap, the discrepancy between the two GIS methods also increased with
increasing canopy cover. Furthermore, since the probability of occurrence increased for
both errors (omission and commission) with increasing perimeter relative to plot area
(decreasing plot size), the discrepancy between the two methods also increased (Figure
19).
Figure 18. Example of when errors of omission might not be equivalent to errors of commission as
related to crown cover.
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Figure 19. The difference between cover estimates from the GIS Bole and Crown methods is decreasing
with increasing plot area (the x axis not to scale).
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Assessing the overall accuracy of FVS cover estimates witli the CVS dataset
For the entire CVS dataset that included a broad range in stand structure and
composition characterizing northern Idaho, the total mean difference (-0.08%) of
estimates of canopy cover was not significant between FVS model results and the GIS
"Crown" method. However, there appeared to be a trend in the differences between these
two methods as tree density increased (Figure 12). FVS tended to overpredict cover for
lower levels of canopy cover and tended to underpredict at higher levels. The maximum
difference between the two methods' estimates of cover was found in the 70% to 79%
cover class and was approximately 5%. This amount is well within the 10% classes
commonly used for comparing the accuracy of estimates of cover between different
measurement methods (Schrader-Patton et al. 1998, Worley and Meyer 1955).
Therefore, it seems that the assumption of a random canopy tree distribution used by FVS
to account for crown overlap is sufficiently accurate for estimating cover, particularly
when used in broad scale analyses.
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On the other hand, many management decisions might require more accurate
estimates of canopy cover for a specific stand. Given the observed bias towards
underprediction at higher cover classes and standard deviations of approximately 7% for
these classes (Table 5), there may be opportunities for refining the cover estimates fi-om
FVS, particularly for non-random tree distribution patterns.

The effect of non-random distributions on estimates of cover
The use of stem-mapped plots and analysis within a GIS fi-amework provide an
opportunity to examine the effect of non-random distributions on FVS model estimates of
canopy cover. It was expected that canopy cover in stands with even distribution would
generally be imderpredicted by FVS and that cover in clumped distributions would be
overpredicted. However, the potential range of inaccurate estimates due to these patterns
were previously unknown.
Classification of the Spatial dataset of nineteen stem-mapped permanent plots as either
clustered, even (regular), or random patterns using trees > 5" DBH did in fact explain
some of the deviation in FVS estimates fi-om the GIS "Crown" approach. The FVS model
underpredicted canopy cover relative to the GIS method for all plots classified as having
an "even" distribution, averaging 7% discrepancy for all plots. Conversely, FVS
overpredicted canopy cover (relative to the GIS method) for all stands with a "clustered"
tree distribution pattern, though by only 3% on average. While most of these plots
showed clustering for small diameter (<5" DBH) trees, this did not significantly affect the
difference in estimates of cover. One reason is that these clusters could be located
between large trees in light limiting environments, or they could be attracted to large
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trees in moisture limiting environments. These two conditions would result in large
differences in cover prediction relative to prediction from a random distribution. The
spatial pattern from larger diameter trees had a much greater impact because this class
will tend to have larger individual crowns and contribute more to the simi of the crown
area even if these two classes are equally represented in numbers. In addition, the plots
used in this study had a much higher representation of the larger diameter class than the
smaller class. Simulations of even patterns for all 19 plots used to evaluate FVS canopy
cover arrived at similar conclusions to those stands classified as having an "even" pattern
described for the "> 5 inch" attribute. This analysis with simulated even distributions
foimd that FVS underpredicted cover by an average of 11% relative to estimates from the
GIS approach. These simulations suggest that in young to moderately aged tree
plantations where the distribution of trees is highly regular, FVS may underpredict by
over 10%. However, this comparison used simulations that distributed all trees in the
same manner regardless of their relative social status (as measured by DBH in this study).
Because of this, a considerable amount of crown overlap remained in many of these plots
(Figure 20). This indicates that FVS might be expected to underpredict cover to an even
greater degree, in heavily thinned stands with a regular distribution where the overlap
between crowns is nearly nonexistent.
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Figure 20. Crowti overlap in a typical simulated plot where all trees are evenly distributed. Note that the
algorithm used to simulate even distributions allowed a fair amount of crown overlap to occur.
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Ecology of spatial patterns of the overstory and understory
As a stand ages, researchers have found a tendency for spatial patterns to progress
from clustering to even distribution (Cooper 1961, White 1985, Szwagrzyk 1992). While
initial patterns of establishment and growth are primarily regulated by site factors such as
disturbance or areas of high moisture, subsequent patterns are a result of the competition
for resources between trees of similar age (Mast and Veblen 1999). However, the
bivariate interaction between trees of different social status (overstory versus understory)
is more complex. For old stands in light-limiting environments, researchers have
supported the trend of regular distribution of the overstory and clustering of the
understory, but more importantly, these understory clusters are often found in gaps
existing between overstory trees (Moeur 1991).
In these stand conditions, the efficiency of light capture is maximized by reducing
the amount of overlap both between individuals in the overstory and between this group
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and understory. This suggests that FVS will consistently underestimate canopy cover in
stand conditions of older-age and moist-mesic habitats. In contrast to these stand
conditions, are xeric, ponderosa pine sites where the clustering of the understory tends to
be attracted to trees of the overstory due, in part, to the benefits of shade from these
larger trees (Mast and Veblen 1999, Woodall 2000). Under these stand conditions, FVS
may tend to consistently overpredict canopy cover. The above discussion suggests that
certain spatial patterns have a higher probability of occurrence in certain stand
conditions. Therefore, it would seem appropriate to attempt to incorporate these
conditions into the logic for canopy overlap.

Previous research into the effects of spatial pattern on model performance
The results from this study are consistent with the findings of other studies that
have found that, while the incorporation of spatial patterns into forest models improves
model performance, the degree of improvement is not sufficient to justify the direct use
of patterns given the impracticality of commonly collecting this data in the field.
Wimberly and Bare (1996) compared distant-dependent and distance-independent models
of basal area growth and foimd only a slight improvement in prediction with the distantdependent model. Martin and others (2000) foimd that while the variance of xmderstory
PAR (photosynthetically active radiation) was affected by the spatial distribution of trees,
the mean of this imderstory light was not affected. Martin and Ek (1984) foimd that while
a competition index improved a model's prediction of diameter growth, the incorporation
of distance into the competition index did not improve predictions. These studies suggest
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that while the direct incorporation of spatial patterns into a model is not practical,
surrogates of spatial patterns may be useful for improving model predictions.

Limitations of this study
Dataset limitations
One of the greatest limitations of the CVS dataset was the absence of trees of less
than 5" DBH. These trees were removed from the analysis because they were only
sampled on a 1/300-acre plot, making it impossible to incorporate them into estimates of
cover using the GIS method. Relative to actual canopy cover, the GIS method will
underpredict actual canopy cover if xmderstory trees tend to cluster in gaps between the
overstory canopy. Consequently, if these trees had been incorporated into the GIS
estimates, FVS would have tended to imderpredict canopy cover estimates for closedcanopy stands in moist environments.
Another potential limitation of this study is the diameter classes selected to
represent the understory and overstory. Although a standardized measure of 5" DBH was
used to separate these classes, it may have been more meaningful to create diameter
classes with a sliding measure based upon the distribution of sizes within the plot. For
instance, an old-growth stand's understory canopy might be better represented by a DBH
range 1-9" rather than 1-5".
The analysis of the effects of spatial patterns on cover estimates by FVS will also
be affected by the grain size at which spatial patterns are described. This study used a
grain size of 15 feet because it covered 99% of the radii projected from the CVS dataset.
However, it would have been more appropriate to use a grain size based on the crown
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widths rather than the crown radii. Therefore, a grain size of 22 feet would have
encompassed about 95% of the projected crown widths. Despite this, an examination of
the graphs from the Ripley's statistic shows that this change in grain size would not have
changed many of the descriptions of spatial pattern. Another consideration would be to
use two separate grain sizes when examining the interaction of crowns. A short-range
grain of about 7 feet would help describe the intense exclusion zone common between
larger trees, while the larger grain used in this study would describe the remainder of the
interaction between tree crowns.
Monte Carlo simulations were used to describe the range of the Ripley's statistic
within which patterns would be described as non-significant deviations from randomness.
However, these non-significant patterns still show estimates of cover that are different
than estimates from Poisson distributions. In addition, the short-range inhibition distance
exhibited by many of these plots is shown to be non-significant, in part, due to the
smaller probability of pair-wise samples within these smaller search radii.
GIS estimates of cover
Because the GIS "Crown" method incorporates spatial patterns into its estimates
of cover it provides a closer representation of actual canopy cover than FVS estimates.
However, in relation to actual canopy cover, it is believed that the GIS model tends
towards underprediction.. In reality, crowns grow asymmetrically as an adaptive response
to a heterogeneous light distribution (Umeki 1995). In a light-limiting environment,
crowns will avoid neighboring crowns and place their foliage in a space with greater Ught
resources. This response reduces the competition for light (between crowns of a similar
social status) and subsequently reduces the amount of overlap occurring between two
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crowns. This means that the distribution of crowns is more regular than the distribution of
stems, particularly as the stand ages and canopy cover increases.

Recommendations for incorporating spatial pattern into FYS
Given the tendency for specific spatial patterns to consistently occur in certain
stand conditions, it would be possible to further improve FYS estimates of canopy cover
by accounting for spatial patterns. While FYS cannot explicitly incorporate spatial logic
into its estimates of cover, other output from FYS may be used as surrogates for this
measure. One possible surrogate is the qualitative description for defining structure in
FYS. The classification of structiu-e in FVS into seven categories (Table 9) is a function
of the number of vertical strata, the nominal DBH of trees in the strata and stocking
levels (Crookston and Stage, 1999).

Code

Table 9. Seven structural classes as defined by FVS
Name

BG Bare Ground
Si Stand Initiation

Description

< 5% crown cover and < 200 trees per acre
One stratum, < 5" DBH; or <5% Cover and > 200 trees
per acre

SE Stem Exclusion

One stratum, between 5" to DBH" DBH and relative
stand density index > 30%

UR Understory Reinitiation

Two strata with the uppermost strata between 5" to 25"
DBH

YM Young Forest, MultiStrata

Three or more strata with uppermost strata between 5" to
25" DBH

One strata, >25" DBH, smallest tree <3" DBH
OS Old Forest,
Single/Continuous
Strata
OM Old Forest, Multi-Strata Two or more strata, upper strata > 25" DBH; or one
strata >25" DBH and smallest tree < 3" DBH
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Figure 21 shows that underprediction related to the old growth structural classes,
"OM" and "OS", are similar to the scatterplot (Figure 14 on page 32) depicting
underprediction for even distributions found for the "all tree" attribute. This indicates that
these structural classes may be used to incorporate the effects of regular spatial patterns
into FVS estimates. The stem exclusion class, "SE" appears to have less predictive
capabilities. However, incorporating habitat type may help in providing surrogates for
spatial patterns. In addition, a minimum threshold from an uncorrected cover estimate
(e.g. 50% cover) could be used to trigger the model into using an alternative equation.
Figure 21. Scatter plot of FVS versus GIS cover by FVS stand structural characteristics (A 45°
reference line is included to show 1:1 correspondence between two estimates).
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Conclusion

Across the entire range of stand conditions and spatial patterns foimd in the CVS
dataset, FVS estimates of canopy cover were not significantly different fi"om GIS
estimates from the "Crown" method. While there is a tendency for underprediction by
FVS at larger cover classes, the amoimt of this difference is well within the 10% classes
commonly used for comparing the accuracy of estimates of cover between different
measurement methods. The variation that exists between these methods across all of the
cover classes in the CVS dataset, is partly a result of the variation in spatial patterns
found in different stands. An analysis of the Spatial dataset showed that FVS
underpredicted by an average of 7% for regular patterns foimd in actual plots and an
average of 11% in simulated regular spatial patterns typical of forest plantations. FVS
overpredicts by an average of 3% in clustered patterns foimd in natural stands.
The results fi-om this study indicate that estimates of canopy cover, when accounting for
crown overlap with the assumption that trees are randomly distributed, are not
dramatically affected by non-random spatial distributions. However, users of FVS
estimates of canopy cover should consider that there is a systematic bias of overestimates
of cover in stands with a clumped distribution of trees and underestimates of canopy
cover in stands with a regular distribution.
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Appendix B. Macros used on the CVS datset
The macros used in this research were created in Microsoft's Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)
language and used solely within Microsoft's Excel software.
The macros shown in the following appendices have had been abbreviated in order to highlight specific
operations. However, all the macros used in this study are presented, in their entirety, on the conqjact disk
located on the inside of the back cover.
Macro: SlopeDist2HorizDist

Sub slopedist_2__horizdist 0
''Missing coderopen excel file and count number of records
• 'Missing code: insert 5 new cols after "slope__dis" column
For Count = 2 To nrowCount
Range("G" & Count).Select ''select col before aspect
Set myRange = Selection ''myRange is the cell prior to these
'columns
Set myAspect = myRange.Offset(0, 1)
Set mySlope = myRange.Offset(0, 2)
Set myAzimuth = myRange.Offset(0, 3)
Set mySlopeDistance = myRange.Offset(0, 4)
Set myAngle = myRange.Offset(0, 5) ''azimuth adjusted to polar
'angle(horizontal)
'''with circle rotated so that the aspect is at zero degree
Set myVertPercent = myRange.Offset(0, 6) ''percent slope to
'individual tree
Set myVertAngle = myRange.Offset(0, 7) ''vertical angle in degrees
'to individual tree

Set myHorizontalDistance = myRange.Offset(0, 8)
Set myHD m = myRange.Offset(0,9) *lid in meters
'''''adjust slope distances to horizontal
'''''first use aspect of plot to determine angle(horizontal) of
'tree relative to aspect
If myAspect <= 90 Then
myAngle = myAzimuth - myAspect
Elself myAspect <= 270 Then
myAngle = 180 - myAspect - myAzimuth
Elself myAspect <= 360 Then
myAngle = 180 - (myAspect - 180) + myAzimuth
End If
'•if loop to correct for gt 360's and It zero's
If myAngle > 360 Then
myAngle = myAngle - 360
Elself myAngle < 0 Then
myAngle = myAngle + 360
Else
myAngle = myAngle
End If
myRange.Offset(0, 5).Select
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Selection = myAngle
•''•second, use myAngle(horizontal) and slope of plot to get
'''''myVertPercent(vertical angle in %)
mySlopePart = mySlope / 90
If myAngle <= 90 Then
myVertPercent = mySlope - (myAngle * mySlopePart)
Elself myAngle <= 180 Then
myVertPercent = (myAngle * mySlopePart) - mySlope
Elself myAngle <= 270 Then
myVertPercent = mySlope - ((myAngle - 180) * mySlopePart)
Elself myAngle <= 360 Then
myVertPercent = ((myAngle - 180) * mySlopePart) - mySlope
End If
myRange.Offset(0, 6).Select
Selection = myVertPercent
•'''third, convert myVertPercent to myVertAngle
myVertAngle = (myVertPercent / 100) * (45)
myRange.Offset(0, 7).Select
Selection = myVertAngle
I I I I I I I I I'fourth, use myVertical Angle and slope distance to get
'hor dist
myRange.Offset(0, 8).Select
Selection = myHorizontalDistance
''•rcl3 is vertangle and rclO is slope dist and activecell is hd
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = '•=Cos (Radians(RC14) ) * RCll'^
ActiveCell.Value = ActiveCell.Formula
••'finally convert hd english to hd metric
myHD_m = myHorizontalDistance * 0.3048
myRange.Offset(0, 9).Select
Selection = myHD_m
Next Count
End Sub

Macro: CVSCoordGen

Sub add_tree_coords0
I
''''missing code: open file and get number of records
'•insert 4 new cols (newx,newy,tree_e,tree_n)after "horiz_dis(m)"
'column (hd in meters)
''newx and newy is the east and north coord if plot center was zero
''tree__e and tree_n are the actual coordinates of the trees
Range("Pl").Offset(0, 1).Select
For Count = 1 To 4
ActiveCell.EntireColumn.Insert
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Next Count
Count = 2
For Count = Count To nrowCount
RangeC'P" & Count).Select ''select hd_m
Set myRange = Selection
''use trig to creat "newx" from hd_m (RC15) and az (RC9)
myRange.Offset (0, 1).Select
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = "=(RC16)*SIN(radians(RCIO))"
''use trig to create "newy" from hd_m (RC15) and az (RC9)
myRange.Offset(0, 2).Select
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = "=(RC16)*COS(radians(RCIO))"
''add plotcenter coords to newx and y to create tree coords
myRange.Off set (0, 3) .Select ''offset is for tree__e
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = "=(RC17 + RC6)"
myRange.Offset(0, 4).Select ''offset is for tree_n
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = "=(RC18 + RC7)"
Next Count
End Sub
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Appendix C. Macros used to generate random and even spatial patterns
Macro: RandXYGen

Sub add rand coords()

'•'•missing code:dim variables, open table containing tree data
••''missing code:copy desired tree variable to a new table
''•'missing code:count records and insert 6 new columns in new table
'•••missing code:prompt user for length of sides of plot
'(myXLength,myYLength)
For Count = 2 To rowcount
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

myXint = Range (••A'^ & Count)
myYint = myXint.Offset(0, 1)
myXFract = myXint.Offset(0, 2)
myYFract = myXint.Offset(0, 3)
myX = myXint.Offset(0, 4)
myY = myXint.Offset(0, 5)

''' Generate random value between 0 and xlength or ylength
myXRand = Int(((myXlength) * Rnd) + 0)
myYRand = Int(((myYlength) * Rnd) + 0)
myXint.Value = myXRand
myYint.Value = myYRand
''' Generate random value between 0 and xlength or ylength for
'fraction of foot
myXRand = Int(((9 + 1) * Rnd) + 0)
myYRand = Int(((9 + 1) * Rnd) + 0)
myXFract.Value = myXRand
myYFract.Value = myYRand
''' combine x int with xfract into xfloat (xcoord to nearest
'tenth of foot)
myX.Value = myXint.Value & "." & myXFract.Value
''' combine y int with xfi;act into xf loat (ycoord to nearest
'tenth of foot)
myY.Value = myYint.Value & "." & myYFract.Value
Next Count
''••missing code:format(#.#)and label(rowl) myX and myY
••'•missing code: save file
End Sub

Mac ro: EvenXYGen

''''''this is only a code fragment for generating even distribution and
'not the entire macro
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''''find max inhibition zones
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

myPlotArea = 17424 'area of 132byl32 foot plot
''''get number of trees in real plot
treecount = Rowcount ~ 1
''''calc each tree's max area
indiTreeArea = Int(myPlotArea / treecount)
'•''calc max dist between trees (length of square from inditree area)
cellLength = Int((Sqr(indiTreeArea)))

''''create even distribution coords
I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I t I f I f I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I t I I I
Range("A1").EntireColumn.Insert 'treex
Range("A1").EntireColumn.Insert 'treey
Range("a" & 1).Value = "x_gen"
Range("b" & 1).Value = "y_gen"
Columns("a;a").Select
Selection.NumberFormat = "0.0"
Columns("b:b").Select
Selection.NumberFormat = "0.0"
''''create a minimum inhibition distance in which trees cannot coexist
mindist = Int(cellLength - (cellLength * 0.2)) 'multiply by a factor of
'max dist
plotcounter = 0
checkcount = 0
For plotCount = 1 To 100 'for each plot iteration
For count = 1 To treecount 'create random coordinates for each tree
linel:
Randomize
Range("a" & count + 1 + plotcounter).Value = Int(((132) * Rnd) + 0)
CurX = Range("a" & count + 1 + plotcounter).Value 'current
'random x coord
Randomize
Range("b" & count + 1 + plotcounter).Value = Int(((132) * Rnd) + 0)
CurY = Range("b" & count + 1 + plotcounter).Value
If count = 1 Then 'if first tree in plot then ignore check
Else
checkAllPrevious = treecount
previouscount = count
While checkAllPrevious > 0 'check all previous trees in
'plot against current tree coords
prevX = Range("a" & previouscount + plotcounter).Value
prevY = Range("b" & previouscount + plotcounter).Value
dist = Sqr((CurX - prevX) ^ 2
(CurY - prevY)
2)
'calc dist between current and previously located trees
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If dist >= mindist Then 'if dist >= mindist then ok and
'check other previous ''''points
Else 'if dist between to less than min than
'reselect coords
If checkcount > 1000 Then 'if rerandomize more than
'1000 then use last random number(to prevent insolvable condition)
GoTo Line2 'use last coords and go to next tree
Else
GoTo linel 'rerandomize up to 1000 times
checkcount = checkcount + 1
End If
End If
previouscount = previouscount - 1
If previouscount < 2 Then 'after firstmost tree in plot
'is checked then exit checking
GoTo Line2
Else
End If
checkAllPrevious = checkAllPrevious - 1
Wend
End If 'end to check for first tree loop
Line2:
checkcount = 0
Next count

plotcounter = plotcounter + treecount
Next plotCount
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Appendix D. Ev aluating the performance of two methods for estimating cover in a
GIS
Figure 1. Plot sizes used to compare the difference in estimates of cover between the two GIS
methods (1-acre plot not shown)
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Appendix E. Examples of Spatial Patterns from Graph's of the Ripley's L(d)
Statistic
Example 1: Clustered ponderosa pine stands (Plot 3) (Graphs of the Ripley s statistic of four tree attributes,
shown clockwise from the top-left: "all trees"; DBH < 5"; DBH >5" and Bivariate) (upper and lower
confidence bands for a 95% confidence interval are shown in green)
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Example 2: Old growth western hemlock plot (plot 22) (Graphs of the Ripley's statistic of four tree
attributes, shown clockwise from the top-left: "all trees"; DBH < 5"; DBH >5" and Bivariate) (upper and
lower confidence bands for a 95% confidence interval are shown in green)
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Figure 1. Stem map of plot 3 (Large circles: DBH > 5", small triangles: DBH <5")
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Figure 2. Stem map of plot 22 (Large circles:DBH > 5", small triangles: DBH <5")
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Appendix F. Descriptions and ANOVAs for the spatial dataset by spatial attribute
All tree spatial attribute
Table 1. Description of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated
from all trees in the plot from the spatial dataset
Pattern
Clustered
Even
Random
Total

Mean

N

-1.93
9.61
5.02
1.72

Std. Error
Std.
Deviation of Mean
.915
11
3.033
2.069
3.584
3
1.533
5
3.427
19
1.271
5.540

Table 2. ANOVA of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated from
all trees in the plot for the spatial dataset
Sig.
Method
Sum of Squares df H/lean Square
All trees Between
193.889 18.836
387.778
.000
10.293
Within
164.694 JI6
Total
552.472
18

Less than 5" DBH spatial attribute
Table 3. Description of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated
from trees less than 5"
Pattern
Clustered
Random
Total

Mean

N

.58
6.37
1.54

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation of Mean
15
4.893
1.263
4.521
3
7.830
1.331
18
5.645

Table 4. ANOVA of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated from
trees less than 5" for the spatial dataset
Sig.
IMethod
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
LT5"
83.940 2.933
.106
Between
83.940
1
28.616
Within
457.858 J6
Total
541.798
17

Greater than or equal to 5" DBH spatial attribute
Table 5. Description of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated
from trees greater than or equal to 5"
Pattern
Clustered
Even
Random
Total

Mean
-2.95
7.47
4.36
1.72

N

Std. Error
Std.
Deviation of Mean
.823
9
2.468
1.928
5
4.312
5
1.276
2.852
1.271
19
5.540
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Table 6. ANOVA of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated from
trees greater than or equal to 5" for the spatial dataset
SIg.
Method
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
GE 5"
198.414 20.397
.000
Between
396.828
9.728
Within
155.644 J6
18
Total
552.472

Bivariate spatial attribute
Table 7. Description of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated
from the bivariate interaction between trees < 5" and trees >= 5"
Pattern
Attraction
Repulsion
Random
Total

Mean
-4.97
5.46
1.54
1.54

N

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation of Mean
3.058
1.766
3
5
3.975
1.778
5.332
10
1.686
18
5.645
1.331

Table 8. ANOVA of mean differences (GIS "Crown" - FVS) for spatial patterns generated from
the bivariate interaction between trees < 5" and trees >= S" for the spatial dataset
Sig^
Method
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
Bivariate Between
102.031 4.532
204.062
.029
Within
337.736 Jt9
22.516
Total
541.798
17
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Appendix G. Histogram of Crown radii projected by FVS from the CVS dataset
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